Four Important Authors Coming to Carter Library

CIA, Politics and Profits

Atlanta, GA. – If you are interested in politics, we’ve got something special lined up for you. The Jimmy Carter Presidential Library welcomes Pulitzer Prize winning author Steve Coll, Time Magazine journalists Nancy Gibbs and Michael Duffy, campaign expert Samuel Popkin and former CIA undercover agent Henry Crumpton for a series of FREE talks and book signings. All the talks begin at 7:00 pm in the Carter Museum Theater and are followed by a book signing. A Cappella Books will have copies of each author’s book available for purchase and signing. Here’s a look at the schedule….

Wed., May 23…Steve Coll, author of *Private Empire: ExxonMobil and American Power*
Two-time Pulitzer Prize winner Steve Coll goes inside ExxonMobil Corp, the largest & most powerful private corporation in the United States…taking readers to Moscow, African capitals & Indonesia for heart-stopping scenes of kidnapping cases, civil wars, and high-stakes struggles at the Kremlin.

Thurs., May 24…Nancy Gibbs & Michael Duffy, authors of *The Presidents Club: Inside the World’s Most Exclusive Fraternity*
A riveting new history of the private relationships among the last thirteen presidents, uncovering and exploring the partnerships, private deals, rescue missions, and rivalries of those few men who served as commander in chief.

Thurs., May 31…Samuel Popkin, author of *The Candidate: What It Takes to Win - And Hold - The White House*
"Popkin is that rare academic who can write a fast-moving, punchy book that rescues political science from spreadsheets and algorithms and thereby makes it interesting and captivating. The Candidate is argumentative, opinionated, provocative and a great read for any political junkie or activist." --Karl Rove, former Deputy Chief of Staff to President George W. Bush

Fri., June 1…Henry Crumpton, author of *The Art of Intelligence : Lessons from a Life in the CIA's Clandestine Service*
The Art of Intelligence draws from the full arc of Henry Crumpton's espionage and covert action exploits to explain what America's spies do and why their service is more valuable than ever.

For more information, call 404-865-7109. You can keep up with the Carter Library events on the Jimmy Carter Presidential Library page on Facebook and follow the CarterLibrary on Twitter. If you wish to unsubscribe to these news releases, simply email tony.clark@nara.gov and put “UNSUBSCRIBE” in the subject line.